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Computer exercise 3: Normalized Least Mean

Square

This exercise is about the normalized least mean square (LMS) algorithm,
a variation of the standard LMS algorithm, which has been the topic of
the previous computer exercise. The application example in this exercise
is echo cancellation in long-distance telephony. Read the description of the
application below before you start with the assignments.

Echo cancellation in long-distance telephony
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Long-distance telephony employs four copper wires between two central of-
fices. In each central office, a hybrid connects the four-wire circuit to the
two-wire circuit used between the central office and the subscriber. The hy-
brid includes a balancing impedance in order to avoid echoes, as depicted in
the figure above. The signal generated by subscriber A is transmitted from
hybrid 1 to hybrid 2 via the path marked by “out 1” and “in 2”. If the bal-
ancing impedance in hybrid 2 is perfect, there is no echo from subscriber A
leaking back via “out 2”. However, in practice there is always an echo due
to imperfect balancing. If the distance between the central offices is large
enough, subscriber A receives an echo of her/his own signal. If the echo is
received more than 100ms after speaking, it starts to severely disturb the
communication.
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In order eliminate the echo, often an adaptive filter is used, which tries to
model the behaviour of the hybrid characterized by H(z). Ideally, there
would be no echo, i.e., H(z) = 0 . In the picture shown above, hybrid 2
causes an echo of the signal of subscriber A. Estimating H(z), the echo of
subscriber A can be predicted ( d̂(n) ) and subtracted form the signal that
returns to subscriber A ( e(n) ). If subscriber A and subscriber B talk at the
same time, the adaptation is more difficult. In order to avoid convergence
problems in the adaptive filter in case of double talk, the adaptation process
is stopped, i.e., the coefficients are being “frozen”.
In this computer exercise we assume that subscriber B is silent. Then e(n)
is the residual echo, which the adaptive filter did not manage to eliminate.
In order to assess the quality of an echo cancellation circuit, the measure
ERLE (Echo Return Loss Enhancement) is used. ERLE as a function of the
discrete-time index n is defined as the ratio of the instantaneous power of
signal d(n) and the instantaneous power of the residual echo e(n):

ERLE (n) = 10 log10

(
Pd(n)

Pe(n)

)
.

The instantaneous signal power can be estimated by squaring d(n) followed
by a lowpass filter. In Matlab, ERLE is calculated as follows:

% calculation of ERLE

% hybrid output signal: d(n)

% residual echo: e(n)
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%

% filtering of squared signals (IIR-filter)

Pd=filter(1,[1, -0.98],d.^2);

Pe=filter(1,[1, -0.98],e.^2);

% ERLE

erle=10*log10(Pd./Pe);

ERLE is expressed in dB. The higher the value, the better the echo canceller.
Furthermore, ERLE as a function of the discrete-time index n provides in-
formation about the convergence behaviour of the canceller.

The input signal of an echo canceller system is often a speech signal. Speech
signals are non-stationary, which makes the choice of µ rather difficult. One
advantage of the NLMS algorithm is the simple choice of its step size µ̃.

Exercises

Computer exercise 3.1 In order to lower the influence of the input signal
amplitude on the gradient noise, the step size is scaled: µ is divided by the
variance of the input signal u(n). In case the input signal is zero, a positive
constant in the denominator prevents the step size from being infinite. This
modification of the LMS is referred to as normalized LMS (NLMS), described
by the following equations:

e(n) = d(n) − ŵH(n)u(n)

ŵ(n + 1) = ŵ(n) +
µ̃

a + uH(n)u(n)
u(n)e∗(n) ,

where 0 < µ̃ < 2 is the step size and a is a positive constant. Program the
NLMS algorithm according to these equations!

function [e,w]=nlms(mu,M,u,d,a);

% Normalized LMS

% Call:

% [e,w]=nlms(mu,M,u,d,a);

%

% Input arguments:

% mu = step size, dim 1x1

% M = filter length, dim 1x1

% u = input signal, dim Nx1

% a = constant, dim 1x1
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%

% Output arguments:

% e = estimation error, dim Nx1

% w = final filter coefficients, dim Mx1

Computer exercise 3.2 Create a function that calculates ERLE given the
residual error e(n) and the output signal of the hybrid d(n)!

function [r]=erle(e,d);

% Call:

% erle=erle(e,d);

%

% Input arguments:

% e = residual echo, dim Nx1

% d = hybrid output signal, dim Nx1

%

% Output arguments:

% erle = ERLE(n) in dB, n=1..N, dim Nx1

Computer exercise 3.3 Download and unzip the file CE3data.tar.gz from
the course web page. Load the file on the Matlab workspace by typing
load hybrid_noise.mat. Now you have the input signal to the hybrid and
the echo canceller in u and the output signal in d. The input signal is coloured
noise.

Determine the maximum step size of the LMS applied to the echo canceller
with M=128 coefficients. Apply the thumb rule µ < 2

Mr(0)
, which is calculated

in Matlab by

mu_crit=2/(M*var(u))

Test the LMS applied to the echo canceller with M=128 and a value for µ

that guarantees convergence and allows the fastest adaptation possible. The
input signal and the desired signal are u and d, respectively. In order to
investigate the convergence behaviour, use the function erle!

Computer exercise 3.4 Now you shall apply the NLMS for adapting the
echo canceller. Investigate, which µ̃ is best. Use a ≈ 0.01. If you have found
a suitable µ̃, compare the ERLE of LMS and NLMS. This can be done by
typing

% run the adaptive echo cancellers with the corresponding

% parameters (...)
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[e_a,w_a]=lms(...);

[e_b,w_b]=nlms(...);

% evaluate the ERLE curves

erle_a=erle(e_a,d);

erle_b=erle(e_b,d);

% plot both curves in one plot

% LMS blue, NLMS red

plot([1:length(d)],erle_a,’b’,[1:length(d)],erle_b,’r’);

xlabel(’Sampel’);ylabel(’ERLE [dB]’)

The curves looks rather similar. If there is a difference, NLMS is superior,
i.e., its ERLE exceeds the ERLE of the LMS and grows quicker. Listen to
the residual echo! Use soundsc(e_a) and soundsc(e_b), respectively.

Computer exercise 3.5 The signal used in the previous exercises is sta-
tionary. You shall now apply a non-stationary signal: A speech signal of the
Swedish phrase “Detta är en test signal” (“This is a test signal”). This signal
is stored in hybrid_speech.mat. Find the maximum µ, the LMS can use to
adapt the echo canceller.

Why is the match of the thumb rules worse compared to the previous exer-
cise?

Choose a value for µ that guarantees convergence and allows the quickest
adaptation possible.

Computer exercise 3.6 Now apply the NLMS. Choose µ̃ such that it re-
sults in the quickest convergence. Compare the ERLE -curves of LMS and
NLMS! Compare the residual echoes by listening.

Finally, answer the following questions:
What makes the choice of a step size for the NLMS easier?
Why does the NLMS work better than the LMS for input signals with a
strongly varying amplitude?
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Program Code

Normalized LMS

function [e,w]=nlms(mu,M,u,d,a);

% Normalized LMS

% Call:

% [e,w]=nlms(mu,M,u,d,a);

%

% Input arguments:

% mu = step size, dim 1x1

% M = filter length, dim 1x1

% u = input signal, dim Nx1

% a = constant, dim 1x1

%

% Output arguments:

% e = estimation error, dim Nx1

% w = final filter coefficients, dim Mx1

%intial value 0

w=zeros(M,1);

%input signal length

N=length(u);

%make sure that u and d are colon vectors

u=u(:);

d=d(:);

%NLMS

for n=M:N

uvec=u(n:-1:n-M+1);

e(n)=d(n)-w’*uvec;

w=w+mu/(a+uvec’*uvec)*uvec*conj(e(n));

end
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